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Our Main Goal
The goal for our project was to contact the Erlanger Children’s hospital in 
Chattanooga and send books that the children could enjoy.



Why did we choose this?
We all knew that taking on this task would be very challenging, given that we had 
no prior knowledge to the topic and was very hard to find a contact. However, we 
persevered and we ended up finding a way to get in touch with the hospital.



How we got in contact
We had no idea on how to get in touch with the hospital because there were so 
many credits given in the website.  However, through deep research we ended up 
finding the main “gift giving” contact information.



Steps to get ready
In order to complete our project, we had many things that we had to do before 
actually sending the books. First, we had to define what problems we may have. 
After that, we decided on what books we would get and gathered them. Then, we 
wrote an email and got our mentor to send it to the Hospital.  The response is 
taking longer than expected so we haven’t fully fulfilled our task yet.



The Email
Dear Erlanger Children’s Hospital,

Our school is starting up something new.  We are striving to make our community a better place to be, and a 
better place to live however that may be. All 8th graders were assigned to come up with their own topic and fulfill a 
task to help better the community. My partners (Carson Bowling and Ben Silberman) and I (Reed Buckner) would 
love to send new, clean children’s books to the kids undergoing treatment at your facility. We would love for you to 
accept our offer with open arms and take the books.  We have story books, picture books, and they range from 
almost all ages. You can do whatever you want with them.  You could give each child a book individually or just let 
them choose from the collection. You could even just set them in a waiting room.  We are hoping to help make a 
difference in a unique way and we are willing to send the books any day possible. So once again, please accept 
our gift of gratitude and let the kids enjoy a few books.

Your Friends, 
Reed Buckner, Carson Bowling, and Ben Silberman



Why we felt the need to do this
We felt the need to do this because our community doesn’t have enough people 
giving back.  As I’ve said before, we knew this project would be challenging but in 
this case… The bigger the better! We hope that if our project is finally completed, 
we make a large difference in many children’s lives and the Chattanooga 
community as a whole.



Conclusion
In conclusion, we are hoping to give back to our communities any way possible.  
Our project just happened to be sending children’s books to a “local” hospital in 
Chattanooga. As we previously stated, we are hoping to make our community an 
even better place to live!

Make Our Community Great Again!


